In the section on converting from one unit to another, the sentence, “To convert from volts to microvolts, you divide by one million” should read, “To convert from microvolts to volts, you divide by one million.”

I inadvertently left out two questions: T1A04 and T2B14. T1A04 should be added at the end of the first group of questions in the section titled, “Operator licensing: operator classes; sequential and vanity call sign systems; international communications; reciprocal operation; places where the Amateur Radio Service is regulated by the FCC; name and address on FCC license database; license term; renewal; grace period.”

**QUESTION:** How many operator/primary station license grants may be held by any one person? (T1A04)

**ANSWER:** One

The following was added to the section, “FM Operation.”

To increase range of a repeater system, some repeater operators link their repeaters with other repeaters. When linked in this way, a signal received by one repeater is retransmitted by all the other repeaters in the network. This can give the repeater network extremely wide coverage.

**QUESTION:** Which of the following describes a linked repeater network? (T2B14)

**ANSWER:** A network of repeaters where signals received by one repeater are repeated by all the repeaters